Deming, richard. "Second Sight: Walt Whitman's glasses." Sienese Shredder no. 2 (January 2008). [Discusses Whitman's reading glasses (made by philadelphia opticians Cooke and Brothers) and considers why no portraits of the poet show him with his glasses on; suggests we might see the glasses "as an instrument of divination, a tool (or locus) summoning neither a muse or a spirit but the material reality of the poet who, like anyone else, struggled against the infirmities of age and the limitations of the body. . . . it is the very ordinariness of his glasses that make them important."] emmons, Jr., robert a. "Walt Whitman in the pulpy Flesh: the poet as illustrated in the Comics of Jeremy eaton. " Mickle Street Review 19/20 (2008) , http://micklestreet.rutgers.edu. [analyzes cartoonist Jeremy eaton's "three separate strips," all appearing in the early 1990s, that focus on Whitman and discusses how eaton "uses irony to detail the passion, tenderness, and beauty that mark Whitman's life and work," while shaping "a narrative that comments on the historical constructedness of comic books," suggesting how "Whitman has much in common with the independent or underground comics creator"; concludes that eaton's Whitman comic strips "are complex commentaries on american society and the role of art and the artist in it over two centuries."] 
